Filaggrin in atopic dermatitis: flaky tail mice as a novel model for developing drug targets in atopic dermatitis.
The barrier abnormality, a loss-of-function mutation in the gene encoding filaggrin (FLG), which is linked to the incidence of atopic dermatitis (AD), is a recently discovered but important factor in the pathogenesis of AD. To investigate this issue in greater detail, mice that have a genetic defect (FLG) in barrier function will provide a model of AD closer to the human disease. Flaky tail (Flg(ft)) mice, essentially deficient in filaggrin, recently have been introduced to investigate the role of filaggrin on AD. These mice showed eczematous skin lesion in the steady state in line with increased of total IgE and Th17 expression in the skin. There is also an altered skin barrier function as a key element of AD either outside-to-inside barrier function or vice versa in Flg(ft) mice. Moreover, like human AD, these mice showed enhanced percutaneous allergen priming or response to cutaneous stimulants. Application of mite allergen in Flg(ft) mice, even without prior barrier disruption, remarkably enhanced both the clinical manifestations and the laboratory findings that correspond to indicators of human AD. These features of Flg(ft) mice allow us to investigate further the role of filaggrin in AD, and the knowledge obtained using these mice will be quite useful to develop a new therapeutic target for AD.